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Rendernac is a 3D modelling and rendering program for the Windows platform. It is most often used in architectural, industrial and products design. It has a feature called rendering engine which contains real time algorithms to help speed up the rendering and improve
the look of the final product. The current version is R18, and it is supported on Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 10 (including Windows 8.1), all flavors of Windows Server, macOS, and Linux. Rendernac is licensed under the GNU General

Public License. Supported Platforms Rendernac was originally released for OS/2; however, it is available for Windows (3D, 2D, and 2.5D). The most recent release also supports OpenGL 3.0. Supported Rendering Engines Rendernac includes the following rendering
engines. The three rendering engines are limited to the following platforms: MacOs 10.10 - later Windows 7 and later Linux: Ubuntu 16.04, later Linux: Ubuntu 18.04, later Linux: Ubuntu 19.10, later Windows 8 Windows XP Windows Vista Hardware and/or software you

use may not be compatible. Rendernac supports all computers as per Wikipedia. Default Rendering Engine By default, the rendering engine is the standard OpenGL. Solid Glass This rendering engine requires a viewport to display. The viewport must be populated with a
scene that has lots of static objects and no dynamic objects. The lighting may also be distorted. Colour Rendering This rendering engine uses fixed function or shaded only. HDR (High Dynamic Range) This rendering engine enables to display an image with a high
contrast between bright parts and dark parts. It requires a scene with a dynamic object. This rendering engine doesnâ€™t work with emissive textures. Reprojection The default camera for this rendering engine is eye level with the camera. Wrinkles This rendering

engine requires a scene with a dynamic object. You can use this rendering engine to create detailed wrinkles for character faces. Rendernac can render using the native rendering engine of the system. Supported Platforms Unix / Linux Windows Supported Rendering
Engines Open
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